Burn Kenny Token

Whitepaper
"OH MY GOD, THEY KILLED KENNY!"

THE MEME TOKEN NO ONE ASKED FOR, BUT WE MADE ANYWAY!

Welcome to the world of Burn Kenny, the hilariously irreverent, rude, and absolutely utility-free meme coin that will have you rolling on the floor. Inspired by our favorite perpetually-doomed South Park character, Kenny McCormick, this super deflationary token has been set up to do one thing - get burnt! Just like poor Kenny, our tokens are destined for a swift and fiery end.
"TOKENOMICS"

"YOU BASTARDS!"

Total Token Supply: 6,666,666,666
An arbitrary, somewhat evil number that has absolutely no significance. Perfect!

Presale: 40%
Kenny might die a lot, but he's not a complete idiot. We're offering a generous 40% of the total token supply to those brave (or foolish) souls willing to invest in our pre-launch. It's like betting on Kenny surviving an episode - not likely, but wouldn't it be a hoot?

Liquidity: 30%
Another 30% will be thrown into the murky, unpredictable waters of the Uniswap pool. This liquidity will be locked for 3 months, much like Kenny's fate is locked in every episode. Remember, liquidity lock-up is like Kenny's parka - essential for his survival... or rather, essential for the token's survival.

Burn: 30%
Taking a leaf out of Kenny's book, a whopping 30% of the total token supply will be sent straight to the fiery depths of token hell. But don't worry, we're not as cruel as the South Park creators - our tokens will be burnt gradually starting 24 hours after listing, and continue over the next three days. Just as Kenny's chances of survival diminish with each passing episode, so too will our token supply.
BURN SCHEDULE

"THEY KILLED KENNY!"

We'll be torching tokens at a rate of 10% every 24 hours until we hit our 30% burn target. After all, what's a Kenny token without a timely and dramatic demise?
BURN KENNY ROADMAP

"SCREW YOU GUYS, I'M GONNA MAKE THIS HAPPEN!"

Q3 2023: "Oh my God, They Actually Did It!"

Launch Phase:
We’ll start with a pre-sale, introducing 40% of Burn Kenny tokens to the early birds. Following the pre-sale, we’ll make a grand launch on Uniswap, simultaneously throwing 30% of the tokens into the liquidity pool, which will be locked for three months.

Burn Phase:
Starting 24 hours post-launch, we will commence the token burning process, extinguishing tokens at a rate of 10% every 24 hours until we have annihilated 30% of the total token supply.

Post-Burn Phase:
Just as Kenny always resurrects, we anticipate our token will weather the dramatic burning phase and hopefully bounce back. By the end of Q3 2023, we aim to have fulfilled all our roadmap goals.
"MMMMPH MMMPH MMMPH

(TRANSLATION: BURN KENNY IS THE BEST WORST IDEA EVER!)

At Burn Kenny, we revel in the ridiculousness of the crypto world. We're here for the laughs, the facepalms, and the inevitable token burns. Just as South Park satirizes our world, Burn Kenny parodies the serious business of cryptocurrency, reminding us all not to take life, or crypto, too seriously.

So, if you’re into self-deprecating humor, pointless tokens, and a deflationary schedule that mirrors the life expectancy of a certain South Park character, then join us on this madcap adventure!

DISCLAIMER

Just as Kenny’s life is perpetually in danger, so too is your investment in Burn Kenny. Please invest responsibly. Remember, dying multiple times in a cartoon is funny; losing all your money in real life, not so much.